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“The game is tasteless, but it’s not vile.”
- Ron Edwards

WHY AM I PLAYING THIS?
This game is pulp adventure horror. It has little
respect for history. You might enjoy this game if
you find the idea of shooting a clone of Hitler in
the face a little bit amusing.

INTERACTIVE STORYTELLING
This game is a good third or fourth RPG.
(Apocalypse World by D. Vincent Baker is a great
first or second RPG. It has the same deadliness and
fraught relationships that this game does.) This
game assumes that you know a little bit about how
to get people around a table to create wild
stories using dice, pencils, bits of paper, and
heaps of imagination. It assumes that you know
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how to incorporate (not just accommodate) the
ideas that other people have. It assumes that you
know where to draw the line when things get
weird, offensive, or personal. That said, if this is
your first RPG, try to be kind to each other, make
every effort to ensure that the game is
entertaining and safe for all, and -- this is the
most important -- try to have a sense of humour.

LOGISTICS
I shouldn’t have to tell you that you need
to set aside two to three hours. I shouldn’t have
to tell you to take a five-minute break or two. I
shouldn’t have to tell you to print out the
character playbooks and collect pencils and dice.
I shouldn’t have to tell you that distractions
should be set aside in the meaning of overall
enjoyment.
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YOU ARE A HARRIER
You are a Harrier. Harriers form an elite (and top
secret) group of commandos operating behind enemy
lines. You take your orders from The Harrier
Chief, who assesses threats and sends you on
dangerous missions.
Using scrounged weapons and tools, you take on
missions to disrupt the movement of Nazi troops,
cargo, and materiel (and try to get out alive).
All of this would be difficult enough without
strange monstrosities bursting out of secret labs,
desecrated churchyards, and space-time warp-holes.
You’ll face super-soldier clones, summoned demons,
alien invaders, unstoppable death-bots, five-armed
crazies, animated corpses, and fevered cultists.
If you can avoid their long-range electric guns,
mesmerism, poisonous gases, time-skips, eldritch
magicks, and super strength, you just might
complete your mission. . .
Good luck out there. . .
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FATE AND FIAT
The GM
The narrative of the game is mediated by
the GM (the Game Master). The GM will tell you what
the world looks like, how the baddies react, and
where your characters see opportunities for
action. The GM might be the most experienced roleplayer, but this isn’t necessary. The only real
requirement is the wish to act as a facilitator of
playful, light-hearted violence, weirdness, and
adventure.
Details
Information is a kind of currency. Actions
will add interesting details to the scene or to the
characters (friend and foe). When you add a detail
to the scene, an item, or a character, work with the
GM to get some insight into the situation,
influence your surroundings, start (or continue) a
chain of events, deal damage to an enemy, etc.
Details are typically in the form of a true
statement or an event that has occurred. When you
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find a way to cleverly exploit a detail in a way
that removes the detail from relevance, you get a
+1 bonus on the related die roll (and then you
cross out the detail from the scene, item, or
character). The GM will be adding increasingly
nasty details to the scene that work against you
also.
Enemy abilities are details. Mundane (and
special) weapon effects are details. The tank
rolling over the hill toward you is a detail. The
sucking chest wound you just received is a detail.
The sticky half-dried blood on your knife is a
detail. The fact that you are low on ammo is a
detail.
Write these details down. Cross them off as
necessary. (If you erase them, you’ll lose one kind
of record of your adventures.)
There are two constraints when writing
details: the detail should fit in the genre of the
story and the detail should leave some creative
space for the GM.
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If you haven’t played with your group
before, have a discussion about the genre of story
you will all be creating long before rolling any
dice. If someone hates ghosts, aliens, spiders, gore,
body horror, children in peril, or whatever else,
those kinds of details are off the table.
Rolls
To represent the chaotic nature of
attempting actions in dangerous situations, dice
will be rolled to determine the outcomes of player
actions. (The GM, however, will never roll dice.)
When a player performs a simple action, such as
walking across an empty street or describing a
plan to an ally, no rolls are necessary. However,
when the situation gets rough and something
important is at stake, you take an action, and the
dice come out. (An action is a special kind of
charged activity that – win, lose, or draw -- will
have serious consequences.) The GM and other
players, working together, will decide which type
of action applies in any given case.
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Players roll two dice, one white and one black (or
one first and one second, depending on your
available resources). The white/first die
represents the challenge of the situation (the
enemy, the obstacle, etc.). The black/second die
represents the heroism of the character. Bonuses
can be added to the dice (for example, a very
adept character might add +1 to the rolled result
on the black die). A die result can never be less
than 1 or greater than 6.
If the black die result is greater that the white
die result, the player has won.
If the white die result is greater that the black
die result, the player has lost.
If the two dice results are the same, it results in
a draw.
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Interpreting Roll Results
Result of a draw: Both sides add 1 detail.
Difference of 1: Winning side adds 1 detail if they
are willing to cause accidental harm (add 1
negative detail to yourself, an item being used, or
an affected ally).
Difference of 2: Winning side adds 1 detail.
Difference of 3: Winning side adds 1 detail and 1
situational or timer detail.
Difference of 4: Winning side adds 1 detail and an
ally adds 1 detail.
Difference of 5: Winning side adds 2 details.

(Because a given die result can never be lower
than 1 or greater than 6, a difference of 5 is the
largest possible difference between the two
results.)
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The Two Tests
Genre:
Look around the table: these players are your
audience. The standard that you have to pass is as
follows:
Does this detail fit within the genre of the story
that we’re all trying to tell?
If so, add the detail. If not, change it a little, or
revise it completely, such that you can meet this
standard.
For example:
Sean rolls and wins with a difference of 2 and gets to add
one detail. He says, “Okay, so this weird knife begins to
glow and turn slightly transparent as it pulses with ghostly
energy.”
Katherine says, “Dude, we talked about this. Ghosts are
dumb.”
Sean says, “Oh yeah. Okay, maybe it’s not ghostly, it’s
kinda phase shifting in and out, like that beam thing we
found in that basement earlier.”
Katherine--who Sean knows likes sci-fi a lot more than
dumb ghosts--nods approvingly.
15

Ambiguity:
Look to your GM: they are your second audience.
The standard that you have to pass is as follows:
Does this detail allow for enough space for
creative embellishments?
If so, add the detail. If not, change it a little, or
revise it completely, such that you can meet this
standard.
For example:
Katherine rolls and wins with a difference of 3 and gets to
add two details, one of them situational. The situational
detail is easy: “The only clear road up ahead is lined by tall
buildings.” (The GM adds the detail “The Gauntlet” to the
scene)
Katherine says, “And there’s a big tank in perfect condition
just sitting there on a side street.”
The GM says, “A tank in perfect condition? With gas and
ammo too, I’ll bet.” The GM tosses a knowing glance.
Katherine says, “Ahh, I got it. It’s just a tank: we don’t
know what condition it’s in, or if it even has gas.”
The GM says, “Okay, cool. And you don’t know if anyone
is in it, either. Or… anything.”
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How to write good details:
What constitutes a good detail will vary from
group to group. The detail should typically be a
short phrase or key word that everyone
immediately recognizes.
The detail might have an associated effect,
written by the GM or the player at the cost of 1
detail.
If we go back to the example of Sean’s strange knife, let’s
say that the detail “Phase shifting” gets added. Later on,
when examining the knife (probably using Focus or
Consider), Sean can determine the effect of this detail:
“Phase shifting (+1 to rolls to damage vs. phasedogs)”.
Phase dogs are a pain, because they can pounce on you
from an orthogonal dimension in a parallel universe, so this
power is pretty useful. Sean’s character tucks the knife into
his belt.
What if the GM got the detail instead? In that case, the GM
might grant the same effect (and then chuckle while noting
that some phasedogs are sniffing around). On the other
hand, the GM might write “Phase shifting (disappears for
13 hours after a successful damage roll)”. Sean’s character
throws the knife in his backpack (“I’ll dig it out if we really
need it.”), where it continues to blink and shimmer.
The level of specificity of your details should be
such that your group is comfortable.
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If someone rolls a win and says, “The air around the ion
gun crackles and snaps as its capacitor bank begins to
charge up to several thousand volts,” you could make that a
detail of “ion gun charging” or “ion gun charged” or
“capacitor banks at half capacity” or something similar.
“air crackling” is a good situational detail, but it wouldn’t
capture the main event. Copying down every word that the
player said would be unsuitable, because you should spend
more time in your sessions on storytelling, rather than on
writing.
A good detail is one that the entire group and GM
thinks is interesting, relevant, concise, and genreappropriate.
This part will take practice. Your early sessions
will probably have some details that, when
looking back, will slightly embarrass you. That’s
all fine.

The conceptual backbone of this game is learning
to write good details: it’s a non-trivial exercise.
Once you’re good at it, the game should flow
smoothly, while your stories spew up all kinds of
exciting pulp horror action.
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Escalation Level:
As the enemies you face get more and more
powerful, the details that the GM will add should
become increasingly evil and hideous.
In the game, this escalation is translated into a
simple scale that should be visible to the players.
Mundane
e.g., a small metal box or a chandelier
Unusual
e.g., a broken evil device or black candles
Tainted
e.g., a working evil device or a bloody altar
Corrupted
e.g., a powerful evil device or human sacrifice
Vile
e.g., a seriously evil working device or a successful ritual
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The Escalation Level serves three purposes. First,
it helps the GM to write details that are
increasingly evil, bizarre, and crazy. Second, it
helps the players to chart the threat that they
are facing. Third, it follows the increasing
ambient tension over the course of several
sessions (what we will later call the mission path).
Once you’re up to Vile level, seriously horrific
stuff is happening on a regular basis: you’re
nearing (or at) the big fight with the big baddie
at the end of the current mission path.
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Timers and Thresholds
The GM will keep special block lists of
details that lead up to crises. These act a little
like countdown timers for actions by the baddies
or as steps toward some automatic event. Each time
a timer or threshold detail is added, some
indication that progress is being made will be
given. Once the timer ends or the threshold is
reached (i.e., the necessary number of details have
been added), some unavoidable, terrible
consequence is realized. This is called “the crisis”.
For example:
If the baddies call in an airstrike against the
characters. The details (which are written down
for the scene), are placed in quotation marks.
First, the players overhear the baddies “talking
on a radio”.
Second, the players “hear the response” that an
airstrike is inbound.
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Third, the players hear “planes roaring in the
sky”.
Fourth, the players see the “approaching planes”
in the sky.
Fifth, the bombers “drop their bombs" on the
characters. The bombs land seconds later, blasting
the area to pieces.
It should be clear that at the fifth detail, the
players will have to take serious damage or make
a very quick decision.
It is sometimes possible to interrupt or circumvent
the consequences of a timer early on. The GM will
modify (or completely remove) the timer based on
the direction of the narrative.
For example, for the above airstrike timer:
If the characters retreat from their position
(possibly taking actions to achieve that goal),
they might avoid the airstrike completely. In this
case, the bombs will fall on the area, changing the
terrain, but causing no immediate harm to the
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characters, and the timer will be discarded,
adjusted, or swapped for a different one.
Thresholds work a little differently. They don’t
progress simply with increased time. For example,
each player has a threshold called “Incapacitated
( /5)”. This threshold means that if 5 damage
details get added, the character is incapacitated.
Creating a trap might have a threshold of
“Completed trap ( /3)”. Enemies typically have an
incapacitation threshold from 3 to 7.
The GM will also present immediate challenges
that arise naturally from the story. In these
cases, no timer or threshold is needed, for
example, for an enemy to draw a gun and fire at a
character, that’s just a single detail. However,
players sneaking into a location might get a
threshold for the guard patrols to notice them
(being noticed by the guards at that point is the
unavoidable, terrible consequence).
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On its last legs…
Rather than tracking ammunition or the
durability of items, a special detail called “On its
last legs…” is applied to the ammunition or item
when it is running out or damaged, respectively.
Mark “LL” over the item or ammo in question if it’s
on its last legs. If you would apply this condition
twice, instead, cross it off your sheet: the item or
ammo is no longer available. Enumerated items
don’t have last legs.

Statistics
Characters have three main statistics (or
stats) that describe their natural aptitudes.
The three main stats are as follows:
Tough means that you are tough, strong, rugged,
vigorous, and determined.
Precise means that you are dexterous, intuitive,
graceful, accurate, and meticulous.
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Clever means that you are smart, witty, willful,
learned, and observant.

Loyalty
The players each trust the Harrier Chief
(and the organization) differently, with a Loyalty
value of +1, 0, or -1. When you ask the Harrier
Chief for aid, roll and add Loyalty to the black
die. The details you add describe getting what you
ask for (information, tools, even weapons). The
details the GM might add describe getting what
the Harrier Chief thinks you need instead.
Additionally, when you take an important
action that you are hesitant about but that
follows directly from your orders (and no other
stat seems to apply), add your Loyalty value to
the black die result.
If you win the roll, increase your Loyalty
by 1. If such an increase would bring your score to
+3, instead, have a Crisis of Loyalty: you describe
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how the organization has ulterior motives, has a
callous attitude toward your life, or has lied to
you. Reset your Loyalty to 0.
If you lose the roll, decrease your Loyalty
by 1. If such a decrease would bring your score to
-3, instead have a Crisis of Loyalty: you describe
how the organization is working toward a noble
goal, treats you with respect, or reveals a secret.
Reset your Loyalty to 0.
Trust
The players each trust fellow Harriers
differently, with a Trust value of +1, 0, or -1 to
start. When an ally assists your action, they roll
a black die also, but add your Trust. You choose
the preferred black die result.
If you choose their die, increase your Trust
by 1. If such an increase would bring your score to
+3, instead, have a Crisis of Trust: your assister
describes how they are suspicious about you,
hesitate in helping, or reject your contributions.
Reset your Loyalty to 0.
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If you choose your die, decrease your Trust
by 1. If such a decrease would bring your score to
-3, instead, have a Crisis of Trust: your assister
describes how they show confidence in your
abilities, readily help you, or embrace your
contributions. Reset your Loyalty to 0.
Collateral Damage
Assisting exposes the assister to GM details
on failed rolls.
Special Actions
Your character has several Special Actions.
Each use of a special action costs a Special Action
Point. Completing a mission increases the pool of
Special Action Points by 1 and refreshes the pool.
Each player starts with 2 Special Action
Points.
The maximum number of uses of any given
Special Action during a mission is 3.
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COMBAT
Combat is handled very simply: details rolled for
actions during combat are (typically) damage
details that the winner applies to the loser of
the die roll.
The difficult part is deciding who does what and
in what order. Unless ambushed, the players
should take the first action in a given combat.
Thereafter, the GM must act as a film director,
changing the direction of the camera to zero in on
one small sub-section of the conflict or another.
As a rule of thumb, don’t let the same player make
an action twice in a row, unless all of the other
players are incapacitated or fleeing (or the other
characters are so in awe of the fighting prowess
of their friend that they demand to see a
resolution).
Certain weapons add scene details regardless of
winning or losing the die roll: e.g., a “loud” pistol
always adds a detail like “the sharp crack of
guns” to the scene.
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PLAYING THE ROLE
In 1933, Hitler became Chancellor of
Germany. Tricking Hitler with promises of
miraculous health cures, a group of Nazi
scientists, over the course of numerous “treatment
sessions,” stole 18.3 gallons of Hitler’s blood.
Using this blood, and working based on the results
of vile experiments by The Empire of Japan in
Manchukuo, one hundred clones of Hitler were
grown. The growth acceleration and mutation
processes were excruciatingly painful, rendering
these clones even more twisted and evil (if such a
thing were possible). The small town of Dietfurt, a
stone’s throw from Hitler’s birthplace, was the
last place the Allied armies would think to look
for a cloning lab…
You, as players, will be taking on the roles
of strong, canny, adventurous heroes who operate
behind enemy lines with sparse support. You have
been given an impossibly difficult mission: Kill or
capture all 100 clones of Hitler.
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BRIEFING
You have received orders from your
superiors to join up with other talented Harriers.
The GM will provide you with suitable
instructions.

For example:

At 14:00, Sept. 20th, meet at the Munchner Cafe in
the city of Simbach-am-Inn on the German-Austrian
border. Ask people about the ``cold winter``. Anyone
talking about the cold winter is part of your new
team.
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Play out this first meeting in character.
During this time, think about how much you
initially trust the other characters and Harrier
Command based on your Trust and Loyalty ratings.
Look for opportunities to confirm your like (or
dislike) of the other characters and your
superiors, but realize that you have a common
goal that supersedes petty differences.
At this meeting, you will get your first
mission. Plan, but don’t take too long: the clones
aren’t waiting around.
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CHARACTER CREATION
Select one of the eight heroic characters from the
list below:

The Russians:
Veteran

and

Spy

and

Medic

and

Aristocrat

and

Ambassador

The Americans:
Tank Commander

The French:
Freedom Fighter

The Brits:
Pilot
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Veteran
Nationality: Russian
Languages: Russian, German, Broken English
Look: (select one) Dirty, Scarred, Thin, or Rugged.
Stats: Tough +1, Precise -1, Clever 0
Items: Russian soldier’s uniform, a rifle, 2 pieces
of junk, and select two:
( ) knife,

( ) 2 grenades,

( ) MG,

( ) 3 additional pieces of junk

Special actions:
( ) ( ) ( ) Improvised Weapon: Spend pieces of
junk to create one of the following: (3) a trap, (2) a
knife, (1) a club. Work with the MC for other
options.
( ) ( ) ( ) Opportune Moment: Any time an enemy
adds a situational or timer detail, get +1 on your
next action.
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( ) ( ) ( ) Hard as Nails: Optionally, re-roll the
black die on a draw.
Trust the strong: Your trust is the lowest Tough
value among the group. How did this person let
you down?
Loyalty: 0.
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The Veteran
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Spy
Nationality: Russian
Languages: Russian, German, English, French
Look: Handsome, Plain, Chubby, or Tired.
Stats: Tough -1, Precise 0, Clever +1
Items: British officer’s uniform, papers, and select
two:
( ) German officer’s uniform,
( ) disguise kit,

( ) knife,

( ) forgery kit

Special actions:
( ) ( ) ( ) Impersonation: Get +1 on a Clever
roll when wearing a suitable disguise.
( ) ( ) ( ) Keen Ears: Obtain 1 additional detail
(added by you) when overhearing a conversation.
( ) ( ) ( ) Master Forger: With preparation,
papers can be turned into convincing papers. The
threshold is “Convincing ( /3)”. Or take 1 negative
36

detail (e.g., “Exhausted”) to avoid introducing a
mistake when forging.

Trust no one: Your trust is -1. Describe what it is
about each character that worries you.
Loyalty: -1
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The Spy
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Tank Commander
Nationality: American
Languages: English, Broken French
Look: Handsome, Dirty, Shaken, or Cold.
Stats: Tough 0, Precise +1, Clever-1
Items: tank crew uniform, pistol, and select two:
( ) cache of 4 tank shells,
( ) tank tools,

( ) MG,

( ) 2 demolition charges

Special actions:
( ) ( ) ( ) Tactical Superiority: Get +1 on a roll
to develop a battle plan.
( ) ( ) ( ) Maneouvers: Roll and add Precise
instead of adding Clever when making tactical
advances toward the enemy.
( ) ( ) ( ) Devastating Shot: Add 1 damage
detail to a win for tank shells or artillery fire.
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Trust your team: Your Trust is the highest other
Trust value in the group. Why do you respect this
person?
Loyalty: +1
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The Tank Commander
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Medic
Nationality: American
Languages: English, Broken French, Broken German
Look: Blood-stained, Robust, Tired, or Energetic.
Stats: Tough 0, Precise 0, Clever 0
Items: medic’s uniform, medical kit, and select two:
( ) pistol,

( ) knife,

( ) 3 sulfa powder, ( ) 2 morphine
Special actions:
( ) ( ) ( ) Tend Wounds: Use your medical kit.
Roll and add Clever. Translate your details into
removing damage details. GM details become
complications.
( ) ( ) ( ) Shoulder the Burden: When assisting
an ally in a physical situation, use +1, instead of
their Trust value.
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( ) ( ) ( ) Mercy Killing: When at close range
and holding a weapon, automatically add the final
detail to an enemy “Incapacitated” threshold.
Trust in me: Trust 0. If you’ve saved the life of
another group member in the past, Trust +1.
Loyalty: +1.
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The Medic
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Freedom Fighter
Nationality: French
Languages: French, Broken English, Broken German
Look: Beautiful, Dirty, Scarred, or Proud.
Stats: Tough +1, Precise 0, Clever -1
Items: resistance fighter’s uniform, pistol, and
select one:
( ) rifle with bayonet, ( ) papers
Special actions: select two:
( ) ( ) ( ) Call to Arms: Call in an ally. This
ally has a rifle, a pistol, or a trap, and
“Incapacitated ( /3)”.
( ) ( ) ( ) Vive La Liberté: Get +1 on a roll
involving breaking out of confinement.
( ) ( ) ( ) Well-placed Sabot: Add 1 damage
detail to structures or equipment when using
sabotage or explosives.
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Trust our brothers: Trust -1. If the Harriers have
helped the French Resistance in the past, Trust +1.
Loyalty: 0.
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The Freedom Fighter
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Aristocrat
Nationality: French
Languages: French, English, German, Russian
Look: Foppish, Rigid, Reserved, or Haughty.
Stats: Tough 0, Precise -1, Clever +1
Items: tailored suit, papers, and select two:
( ) disguise kit,

( ) enigma machine,

( ) radio,

( ) 3 cigars-and-brandy,

Special actions:
( ) ( ) ( ) Code Cracker: Obtain 1 additional
detail when decoding a message.
( ) ( ) ( ) Shrewdness: Once per conversation,
ask one question that must be answered
truthfully or it causes 1 negative detail.
( ) ( ) ( ) In Confidence: When talking over
cigars-and-brandy, get +1 on a Clever roll.
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Trust the wise: Your trust is the lowest Clever
value among the group. What offends you about
this person?
Loyalty: -1.
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The Aristocrat
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Pilot
Nationality: British
Languages: English, German
Look: Energetic, Proud, Reserved, or Intrepid.
Stats: Tough 0, Precise 0, Clever 0
Items: flight suit, papers, and select one:
( ) pistol,

( ) radio

Special actions:
( ) ( ) ( ) Strafe: When an action involves your
mastery of flight, add 1 situational detail.
( ) ( ) ( ) Tumble: If an attack involves
jumping, the first two falling damage details are
applied to an enemy.
( ) ( ) ( ) Eagle Eye: When viewing things very
far or really quite far away, add 1 situational
detail.
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Trust the intrepid: Your trust is the lowest
Precise value among the group. What about this
person is unheroic?
Loyalty: +1.
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The Pilot
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Ambassador
Nationality: British
Languages: French, English, German, Russian
Look: Tired, Rigid, Reserved, or Haughty.
Stats: Tough -1, Precise +1, Clever 0
Items: tailored suit, papers, and select one:
( ) disguise kit,

( ) enigma machine,

( ) radio,

( ) convincing papers

Special actions:
( ) ( ) ( ) Schmooze: In social situations, use +1
when assisting, instead of the usual Trust value.
( ) ( ) ( ) Linguist: Add 1 detail when
interpreting languages.
( ) ( ) ( ) Friends: If you have radio contact,
roll and add Loyalty. Details describe receiving
equipment (1), an airstrike (2), etc.
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Trust the pure: Trust +1. If you’ve been bribed by
another group member in the past, Trust -1.
Loyalty: 0.
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The Ambassador

56
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BASIC ACTIONS
These basic actions are triggered when an action
you are attempting is dangerous. Something
exciting is going to happen, for good or for ill.
Roll the dice and add the relevant stat to the
black die.
If the situation is particularly dangerous, the GM
might add 1 to the white die.
Win, lose, or draw, a detail will likely be added to
the scene.

SMASH
When you simply can’t find a diplomatic method,
you’ve often got no choice but to smash. You
trigger this action any time you use wrestling,
axes, clubs, demolition charges, automatic fire, or
even a flurry of fists to bash your way toward
your goal. Note that smashing is typically not
performed stealthily.
Roll and add Tough
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On a good roll, you bash your way to victory! The
door gives way, you blast a hole in the wall, you
spray the enemies with bullets.

FOCUS
Sometimes, a well-placed dagger or a well-timed
detonation is the best way to tackle a situation.
You trigger this move any time you use knives,
bayonets, rifles, pistols, thrown grenades, mines,
vehicle driving, estimated distances, photography,
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or careful timing to solve a problem. Depending on
the situation, this move can be made stealthily.
Roll and add Precise
On a good roll, it’s a nice shot! You snipe an enemy,
your tank tread crushes their infantry, the
timing of the bridge demolition was perfect.

CONSIDER
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Veteran soldiers and spies alike know that you
can’t go smashing and sniping your way to victory;
sometimes, a little diplomacy is in order. You
trigger this move any time you use wits, charm,
manipulation, research, cartography, science,
forgery, cryptography, or strategy to solve a
problem.
Roll and add Clever
On a good roll, well played, good sir! You browbeat
an enemy, your planned assault is executed
perfectly, your quick thinking avoids a dangerous
situation.

After the roll, the GM and/or player will add
details.
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BASIC REACTIONS
The reactions are special actions that are
triggered when the GM throws a dangerous
situation at you. The detail that the GM will use
here is typically given by the type of attack.

CHARGE
Sometimes, the road you need to take is a gauntlet
of machinegun fire. You trigger the CHARGE
reaction any time you are trying to act when
under severe physical stress or through lifethreatening hazards. Manoeuver under machinegun
fire, run through mustard gas, carry an ally
through the mud, dive into a foxhole.
Roll and add Tough, but the only details you can
add are situation details of your escape.

DODGE
It’s best to avoid being shot or blown up. You
trigger this reaction any time you are trying to

avoid sniper fire, ramming vehicles, tank shells,
mines, artillery, knives, or bayonets.
Roll and add Precise, but the only details you can
add are situation details of your escape.

OUTWIT
In certain situations, it’s best to avoid fighting
altogether. You trigger this reaction any time
you are trying to avoid mesmerism, trickery,
seduction, tactical advances of the enemy, or
persuasive rhetoric.
Roll and add Clever, but the only details you can
add are situation details of your escape.
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ADDITIONAL ACTIONS
Of course, there are certain situations that are
not covered by SMASH, FOCUS, and CONSIDER. In
these cases, you might want to write your own
actions (or indeed, reactions). The following six
actions are some examples to get you started.
Interrogate (Roll and add Tough)
For every detail you would receive, obtain 1
truth. Additionally, always obtain 1 lie (and
you’re not sure which is which). GM details should
be lies and damage details to the prisoner.

Infiltrate (Roll and add Precise)
GM details are often situational details that will
lead back to the players. Adding three GM details
(although, adjust this number based on the level
of security) indicates being captured in the act.
(That is, add “Captured ( /3)” or similar.)

Forge Documents (Roll and add Clever)
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Player details add credibility, GM details
indicate mistakes that went unnoticed by the
forger.

Forced March (Roll and add Tough)
Player details add progress, GM details add
becoming lost, tired, or stuck. (This might be a
good case for adding a timer or a threshold…)

Scavenge (Roll and add Precise)
Player details add items or ammo, GM details add
being lost, tired, or stuck.

Seduce (Roll and add Clever)
Player details show that you are trustworthy,
humourous, kind, or alluring. GM details show that
your advances are awkward, stilted, or nervous. In
the worst-case scenario, you expose an ugly side of
yourself.
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DAMAGE and HEALING
DAMAGE THRESHOLDS
When injured by the events of the game, the
player adds damage details that count toward the
“Incapacitated ( /5)” threshold. Over the course of
a typical mission, damage will not heal; however,
healing can occur between missions.
When you take multiple damage details, they can
be consolidated into a single detail worth several,
for example, “beaten and bruised (2)” or listed
separately, for example, “welts” and “bruises”.
Having five damage details indicates that the
character is out of the fight and is no longer of
much interest to any but the most evil and
sadistic of enemies. Any further damage results in
death.
Players and characters alike should be prepared
to die on occasion. This is a horror game, after all.
The player can make a new Harrier who will join in
at the start of the next mission.
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SCARS
When you heal damage, you also detail a related
scar. Your scars will remain long after you have
healed the damage. Be as creative as you like, but
stick to the narrative’s logic: being hit by a
flamethrower will leave mottled, “hairless skin”;
being shot will leave a small “circular scar”; and
jumping from a building might leave a “slight
limp”. You can give each scar a long or short
description.
These scars do not count toward damage
thresholds. However, the crafty group might
decide on a threshold “Retirement ( /10)” that
counts scars: after some hard-fought battles, your
character has earned the right to go home.
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SOURCES OF HARM
Sometimes it can be difficult to determine how
many damage details should be added in a given
situation. The following is a list of typical
situations and their associated damage detail
number.
no damage detail: a tackle, tripping, being hit by
a small rock, a slap.
1 damage detail: a solid punch or kick, being
thrown hard into a wall, light shrapnel, stabbed
with a knife, a ricochet, being shot, a fall of two
storeys.
2 damage details: thrown through glass, being shot
with a high-calibre weapon, a grenade, a fall of
three storeys.
3 damage details: caught in a hail of bullets, a
landmine, a fall of four storeys, run over by a
jeep, breathing mustard gas.
4 or more damage details: direct hit by a mortar
round, trampled by angry horses, dunked in acid,
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crushed by a tank, direct hit by a tank shell,
trapped in a burning building, fall from a plane.

HEALING
As mentioned above, over the course of a typical
mission, damage will not heal. However, between
missions, damage details can be crossed out. Each
detail healed creates a related scar.
When you get professional healing, roll and add
Tough. Your added details are used, one-to-one, to
convert damage details into scar details. GM
details can add scars (without removing the
damage detail) or create other complications.
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EQUIPMENT
Each piece of equipment has a small set of details
that indicate its use and properties. The weapon
details are listed below.
Pistol: range (close), loud
Rifle: range (very far), deadly, loud
MG: range (far), automatic fire, loud
Heavy MG: range (far), deadly, automatic fire,
gruesome, loud
Grenade: range (far), area, gruesome
note: the explosion itself is also loud.
Bayonet: range (close), charge
Knife: range (close)
A punch or kick: range (close)
Poison pen: range (close)
lethal poison does deadly damage later;
non-lethal poison has its effect later
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Papers
can be used to ‘prove’ wealth or status or
nationality or rank or…
Convincing papers
can be used as papers, but add +1 to player
(typically reaction) rolls to avoid exposure
as fake
Radio
can be used to call out or receive
information
Enigma machine
can be used to decode German messages
while a given code is in use
Tank
has its own damage timer “Broken ( /4)”, and
has the details of “armored” (characters
reduce damage details by 1 if fully inside;
in some cases, characters reduce damage
details by 1 if partially shielded); has
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details “fuel” and “shells” (both of which
can have “LL” applied).
Plane
has its own damage timer “Broken ( /3)”; has
detail “shielded” (in some cases, characters
reduce damage details by 1 if fully inside);
has details “fuel” and “shells” (both of
which can have “LL” applied).
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WEAPON DETAILS
Range (close, far, very far, or really quite far) From short to long distance, combat can occur at
close, far, very far, or really quite far range.
These might be abbreviated as C, F, VF, RQF.
Area – On a win, in addition to any win-granted
details, this attack applies 1 damage detail to
each character in an area.
Automatic Fire (or AF) - This weapon can make an
area attack if the character’s ammunition is
rendered “on its last legs”. Needless to say, the
character loses any benefits of stealth when
using a weapon in automatic fire mode.
Gruesome - This weapon leaves a lot of carnage in
its wake. When attacking with a gruesome weapon,
apply a suitable detail to the scene, for example,
“covered in gore” or “splattered with blood”.
Loud - Firing this weapon alerts all those around
to its use. When attacking with a loud weapon,
apply a suitable detail to the scene, for example,
“terrible din” or “the crack of rifles”. The
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character will likely lose any benefits of stealth
when firing a loud weapon.
Deadly - On a win, this weapon does an additional
damage detail to an enemy.
Charge – This weapon can be used while charging
from far to close range.

GM GUIDELINES
Use the following principles to organize your
approach to GMing this game. If you aren’t sure
what approach to take for a given situation, try
following whichever of these principles follows
logically from the narrative.

Describe the ugliness of war
The setting of this game is rubble-strewn
streets, cold bunkers, overgrown palatial
estates, eerie laboratories, abandoned
factories, and blood-soaked battlefields.
However, the actions of people leave many
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signs. Show the players that this world was
once inhabited. Show how it was destroyed.
Show how ugly it has become.

Follow the threads of character creation.
Each character has good reasons to trust
the others, and good reasons not to trust
anyone. Take a detail that emerged in the
first meeting and follow it to a logical
conclusion.

Ask questions. Then ask more questions.
Your players probably have a good idea
what kind of story they want to experience.
Ask them who they have lost. Ask them how
they got here. Ask them what they fear. Ask
them what they truly want. Ask them what
they see and hear and remember.

Leave gaps. Enjoy ambiguity.
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Not everything must be defined at first
encounter. The squadron of planes rumbling
overhead might have nothing to do with the
actions of the player characters. The
whispers of the civilians might not reveal
any key information. The smoke rising from
the nearby field might not mean anything
to the mission. On the other hand, each of
these might be the start of interesting
detours.

Locate their insecurities. Apply pressure.
The characters probably shouldn’t trust
each other, not fully, not yet. They might be
thrown into situations in which they can’t
use their talents. If a player is favoring
one method or relationship, show them a
problem that requires a different approach.

Help them to love and to hate each other.
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Give the players some background details,
then ask them for more. Show them reasons
to sympathize with the characters. Show
them how characters are weak or irrational
or treacherous or fickle or stupid. Draw out
their Crises of Trust and Loyalty a little.

Make the clones unique and uncanny.
Each clone should have a quirk or two. The
cloning process is, after all, not perfect.
Give the clones weaknesses and strengths,
drives and emotions. Make them strange. Help
the players to imagine what it would be
like to see the same face over and over
again, and to kill the same man in myriad
twisted forms.

Take some notes.
Throughout the game, take notes. During the
first meeting, note the kinds of
relationships that form. As the game
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progresses, which rivalries, friendships, and
bonds of mutual respect are formed? Which
areas of the town have been destroyed?
Which resources are scarce? What forces
influence the mission from outside? What
progress have the clones made and what
weapons and tactics do they use?
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GM STRATEGIES
Listed below are several generic approaches that
the GM can take. Sometimes, these tools are used
when a player fails a roll, other times, they are
used when neither the GM nor the players knows
what happens next.

DIVIDE AND CONQUER
In all of the smoke and explosions, you get
separated from your team. While you were circling
around, the spy was captured by a patrol. You left
the supplies in the basement, there are now three
clone soldiers standing in the doorway, between
you and your guns.

FACE THE DANGER
The clones are advancing toward the characters.
The ion gun is charging up and tilting toward the
characters. The guard dogs have been let loose.
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THROW DAMAGE AROUND
You manage to fall directly into the burning pile
of furniture. The building explodes, throwing you
to the ground. A clone jumps under your jeep and
gets squashed; you see a sick smile on his face
when his grenade goes off.

SIGNS AND OMENS
There are several large plumes of thick, black
smoke on the horizon that weren’t there an hour
ago. An old sign warns of mines ahead. A dying
soldier sputters a warning. A telegram warns of an
invasion.

THERE’S ALWAYS A PRICE
This guard seems like he will accept a bribe. The
civilians ask for your chocolate rations before
they will talk. The wounded soldier asks you for a
pistol and a single bullet.
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SHOW A DOWNSIDE
The tank won’t fit through this narrow street. He’s
charged into the room, and now he’s too close for
you to use the MG. The grenade assault was
effective, but messy: there’s no way to clean up all
of the carnage before the next patrol arrives.

ARE YOU SURE?
You can make a dash across the field, but you’ll
alert the guard on the western tower. The ax is
already damaged; you can break this door, but the
ax won’t survive it. You can speak to him, but your
accent is thick enough that he’ll know that you’re
not Austrian.

PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY
The patrol has just left, and the radio is right
there, still tuned in and ready to broadcast. No
one is around and he has his back to you; you can
stifle his shouts and drag him off if you are
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careful. They leave you unattended in the office;
you have a little time to look through their
documents.

USE A MISSION ACTION
Take an action or attack from the mission, and use
it.
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PREPARATION AND THE FIRST SESSION
As GM, you should probably do some (but not a lot
of) preparation for the first session of the game.
After reading the rules, you need only do a few
things to get ready for the game.
1) Choose a mission path. Each mission path has
common thematic thread. In the base game
presented here, these are Biological, Occult,
Scientific, and Necromantic. Read the short
descriptions of each to set the theme. You
might ask the players “What type of
horrific plans do you want to thwart?” and
then use their answers to decide.
2) Choose the first mission. This mission will
set into motion all of the evil plans of the
enemies. Depending on the mission path,
there might be multiple options for the
first mission. Each first mission will
produce interesting threads to follow.
3) Write a final countdown. Write up the
master plan timer for the enemies. The plan
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should be in the form of
“build/summon/gather X such that
evil/horrific/foul thing Y will happen.”
This is the plan that the characters must
stop. Add a detail to this timer between
missions and let the characters know that
something evil is brewing as you reveal
information with escalating weirdness. In
this way, the players will be motivated to
complete missions in a timely (maybe even
reckless) fashion, which is just what you (as
GM) should want.

SITTING DOWN WITH YOUR PLAYERS
Sit down with your players, the playbooks, the
player handouts, this book, a few dice, and a few
pencils.
At this point, players are not yet sure what evil
scheme the enemies are moving forward and how
they--as heroic adventurers--are going to try to
stop it. Furthermore, they might not be familiar
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with this game’s mechanics (or indeed roleplaying
of any kind).
Here are some helpful things to do:
1) Describe how roleplaying is a voluntary,
collaborative, creative form of
storytelling. Describe the ways in which
this game is different from--and similar to-other games that they’ve played. (As this
description will depend on your group’s
previous experiences, I can’t be more
specific.)
2) Hand out one copy of each playbook. Have
players pass each of them around so that
each player has at least seen each of the
playbooks for long enough to say “huh” or
“ugh”. Let the players know that there is no
such thing as making a “balanced party” or
taking a “support class”: these concepts
don’t apply. Have players choose their
favourite (or maybe second-favourite, if
there is some competition) playbook.
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3) Have the players learn a bit about their
character by reading through the playbook.
Encourage the players to expand upon what
they read. If they want to create a name
and a short history, that’s great! If they
want to play “The Russian” and refuse to
talk about their past, that’s great too! Have
them look at their Trust and Loyalty
values. Tell them that these values will
inform (but not dictate) how they feel about
each other at the start of the mission. For
the GM, the Trust and Loyalty values aren’t
particularly important: leave it to the
players to develop their in-character
relationships and paranoias.
4) Have the characters meet to get their
mission. Let them roleplay in this
relatively low-stress situation for a bit.
Then, remind them that they have a mission
to complete.
5) Don’t spend all of the session planning!
Launch into the mission! The enemies of
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freedom aren’t waiting around, why should
you!
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MISSION PATHS
These paths are a work in progress.
Below, there are several example missions that
show how enemy emplacements, labs, offices,
bunkers, and mansions operate. Choose whichever
missions fit the genres you want to explore with
the players.
In this base game, four paths are provided. You
are encouraged to author your own mission paths
as you see fit. You are likewise encouraged to jump
around as much as your players like, and thereby,
make the game a mish-mash of mission types, and
therefore, themes.
In most cases, the exact number of enemies and
their weapons and equipment (and therefore, types
of attacks) are up to you: change these based on
the style of play that you want.
Each mission has an intensity rating. By choosing
missions with increasing ratings, you can ensure
that the players are facing increasingly strange
and difficult challenges.
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The four paths provided are as follows:
These paths are a work in progress.
Biological
The cloning process was just the beginning. Vile
biological experiments and mutations have been
reported in the fens south-east of town.
Telepathy? Monstrous strength? A squadron of
Ubermenchen? Go and find out!
( ) SEEING DOUBLE

Rating: 1

( ) MIEN BRUDER’S KEEPER

Rating: 2

( ) MIGHT MAKES REICH

Rating: 3

( ) WHEN THE BAUM BREAKS

Rating: 4

( ) PASS MUSTARD

Rating: 5

( ) ????

Rating: 6

Occult
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The clones have formed a cabal. Their blood
rituals and human sacrifices have awakened dark
powers. In the neighbourhoods south of town, what
foulness bubbles forth from the desecrated earth?
Demonic sight? Possession? Demons taking physical
form? Go and find out!
( ) SECT’S CRIME

Rating: 1

( ) DEMON-EYES

Rating: 2

( ) SEETHING RED

Rating: 3

( ) ALWAYS HURT THE ONE YOU LOVE

Rating: 4

( ) THE TOWNSFOLK ARE REVOLTING

Rating: 5

( ) ????

Rating: 6

Scientific
Just west of town, a group of brain-enhanced
clones has established a lab. Harnessing the power
of the atom, they have developed a wide array of
superweapons that could turn the tide of the war.
Directed lightning? Long-range beam cannons? Time
travel? Go and find out!
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( ) PAPERS, BITTE

Rating: 1

( ) BLINK OF AN AUGE

Rating: 2

( ) ANNIE GET YOUR ION GUN

Rating: 3

( ) THE PINK PANZER

Rating: 4

( ) GOTT IM HIMMEL

Rating: 5

( ) ????

Rating: 6

Necromantic
It is no longer sufficient to shoot your enemies,
now you must also burn the bodies. In a small
village east of town, there have been horrific
stories told of the dead returning to attack the
living. Organ transplants? Exsanguinated
soldiers? Animated corpses? Go find out!
( ) PUT IT ON ICE

Rating: 1

( ) A BITE TO EAT

Rating: 2

( ) COLD COMFORT

Rating: 3

( ) BLUT VON MEINEM BLUT

Rating: 4

( ) THE EVE OF CORRUPTION

Rating: 5

( ) ????

Rating: 6
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SEEING DOUBLE
Rating: Mundane
Location: NW, GS: 05
Support: None
Intel: There are reports that a clone was spotted
in a cabin in a field south-east of town. Get out
there, and find this clone. If he’s alone, capture
him and find out what he knows. If captured, he
can be handed off to commandos in Dietfurt for
further interrogation.
Description of the area: The hills rise up out of a
sparse forest of thin trees. The ground, from your
position, is mossy, but becomes exposed dirt and
gravelly hills up ahead. The cabin is tucked into
a valley carved by a stream.

ART TO GO HERE
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LOCATION INFORMATION
This clone fears and hates the characters. He
believes himself to be a body-double of the
Fuhrer, and is unaware that he is a clone. Even
under significant pressure, his recollection of the
past is foggy. However, he has a strong memory of
being trained for his post at a nearby facility.
Papers in the cabin confirm this. Papers in the
trash bin also describe reporting to a warehouse
if discovered.
LOCATION ACTIONS
SNIPE
If the characters are detected by the clone, he
might periodically fire at the player characters
from the cabin. Roll a DODGE reaction.
Weapon: Pistol: range (far), loud
DETAILS
“Incapacitated ( /3)”
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MIEN BRUDER’S KEEPER
Rating: Tainted
Location: N, GS: 02
Support: None
Intel: A small group of clones has been spotted
working in a warehouse near the docks. There is
some suggestion that they are being trained as
commandos. The truth might be stranger.
Description of the area: The warehouse appears
empty. There are two boats in dry dock. Dozens of
crates are strewn around (containing arms for the
war effort). There is a small office area near the
back (containing a radio and documents related to
the arms shipments and to the other clone
facilities).
ART TO GO HERE
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LOCATION INFORMATION
These silent clones are aware that they are clones.
They work together with uncanny synchronization.
They attempt to make no sound until the correct
moment, when they spring out from behind crates
and attempt to grapple and subdue the players. If
they are discovered first, they will attempt to
spring the same trap, if somewhat less effectively.
LOCATION ACTIONS
COMMUNE
The clones will often be able to coordinate
attacks in ways that would be impossible without
telepathy. Roll a CHARGE reaction.
Weapon: Fists: range (close)
DETAILS
“Incapacitated ( /3)”
“Telepathy (Anything that one clone can see or
hear is known to the others.)”
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MIGHT MAKES REICH
Rating: Tainted
Location: N, GS: 01
Support: None
Intel: A pair of clones has been spotted working in
a factory a few blocks from the docks. These
clones look different: they are taller and more
muscular than anyone in the town. A truck
mechanic was killed with a single punch when he
crossed the path (and apparently somehow
offended) a hulking man at night near the
factory.
Description of the area: The factory appears to be
in full operation from its use of light, and the
smoke coming from the two smoke stacks. There are
many tools and machines humming away, pressing
bullets or some such. There is a small office area
near the back.
ART TO GO HERE
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LOCATION INFORMATION
These two clones are physically intimidating. They
make no attempt to be stealthy and will charge
their opponents at first sight.
LOCATION ACTIONS
CLOBBER
The clone lunges forward to grapple, bash, and
strangle. Roll a DODGE reaction.
Weapon: Swinging fists: range (close), deadly
DETAILS
“Incapacitated ( /4)”
“Mass of Muscle (Ignore the first damage detail,
and laugh at the players.)”
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WHEN THE BAUM BREAKS
Rating: Corrupted
Location: N, GS: 01
Support: None
Intel: A doctor (now dead) working at the hospital
south of the river recently reported that he
treated a man looking much like the Fuhrer, but
possessing three arms. The hospital’s west wing has
since been commandeered by the Reich.
Description of the area: The wing is dark, as the
windows have been painted battleship grey from
within and the wing has been somehow disconnected
from electricity.

ART TO GO HERE
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LOCATION INFORMATION
These clones, having been experimented upon, are
twisted in various ways; some have additional
arms, additional legs, or an extra head. They will
attempt to attack silently at first, but have no
qualms about using full automatic fire (indeed
some will use an MG in two hands while wielding a
knife in the third). The clones are able to rapidly
reattach damaged limbs. The sound that this
regeneration makes is quite unsettling.

Weapon: Fists: range (close), Knife,
and/or MG: range (far), automatic fire, loud
DETAILS
“Incapacitated ( /3)”
“Disgusting Consanguinity (Limbs, and thus, damage
details can be swapped among members of this
group.)”
“Additional limbs (Extra damage detail if using
two or more weapons)”
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PASS MUSTARD
Rating: Vile
Location: N, GS: 01
Support: None
Intel: Another pair of hulking clones has taken
over an office in a busy business district. They
keep a low profile by only working at night, but
neighbours have turned them in to the allies
because of the strange chemical smell.
Description of the area: The office is on the
second floor of an aging three-storey building.
The stairwell is the only access point. Civilians
appear to be using the other two floors.

ART TO GO HERE
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LOCATION INFORMATION
These clones appear to be the same hulking
versions as before (analysis will reveal engorged
lumps on the neck, similar to goiters). They will
attempt polite conversation if confronted outside
their office; however, once inside (or if
threatened) they will lash out with clear intent
to kill. Their secret weapon is the ability to
exhale a plume of mustard gas. Each clone has a
separate challenge timer to track harm.
LOCATION ACTIONS
CLOBBER (as per mission: MIGHT MAKES REICH)
POISON GAS BREATH: range (close), deadly. Roll a
TOUGH reaction.
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